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IL PEZZO MANCANTE

Il Pezzo 3 Lampadario - modulare - 54 luci  Il Pezzo 3 Chandelier - modular - 54 lights
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Il Pezzo 3 Endless Chandelier is composed by an LEDs modu-
le which can be repeated to create endless lengths. Inspired 
by Arabic calligraphic art and the icon of the classical cande-
labrum is Il Pezzo 3, a collection of lamps with a hand-forged 
brass structure and elegant “candles” crafted from hand-blown 
crystal. The  candles are illuminated by an ultra-modern LED 
source creating a sophisticated and romantic light. Each lamp 
is numbered and hides its own identity stamp that seals and 
guarantees the authenticity and uniqueness.

Available Finishes

L N

230v\110v

L

N

LEADING EDGE
TRAILING EDGE
TRIAC DIMMER

PCD-60-1050B

nickel gold bronze 
shadow

rose 
bronze

black 
nickel

light 
bronze

satin 
brass

Il Pezzo 3 Endless Chandelier 285 cm/112”– 54 x LED light  

From 135 cm/53.1” to 100 cm/39.3”.
Please specify overall height on order.
       Custom overall height on request. 

Available for European (230v) or 
US (110v) electric. All electric equipment 

and ceiling canopy are included. 

43 kg

65 kg

2 carton boxes: 107x107x82 cm + 226x56x76 cm

IL PEZZO3Endless
  Chandelier

Specifications

Ceiling roses 

Diffusers
Light source - EU

Dimming
Light color
Color accuracy
Total LED light output - EU

Total power consumption - EU

Electric

Standard overall heigh

Canopy

crystal              
LED light – dimmable – 400 lumens each

230v/110v Triac dimmable drivers
2.700°K (warm)

CRI > 90
21.600 lumens (approx 1.080 halogen watts)

170 watts

Clean with a soft dry or slightly damp 
cloth. Do not use solvents.  Always switch 

off the electricity supply before cleaning.

Cleaning instructions

Weight and packaging

1,89 m3

®

Light source - US LED light – dimmable – 320 lumens each

Total LED light output - US 17.280 lumens (approx 864 halogen watts)

Total power consumption - US 113 watts
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IL PEZZO MANCANTE

Il Pezzo 3 Lampadario - modulare - 72 luci  Il Pezzo 3 Chandelier - modular - 72 lights
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Il Pezzo 3 Endless Chandelier is composed by an LEDs modu-
le which can be repeated to create endless lengths. Inspired 
by Arabic calligraphic art and the icon of the classical cande-
labrum is Il Pezzo 3, a collection of lamps with a hand-forged 
brass structure and elegant “candles” crafted from hand-blown 
crystal. The  candles are illuminated by an ultra-modern LED 
source creating a sophisticated and romantic light. Each lamp 
is numbered and hides its own identity stamp that seals and 
guarantees the authenticity and uniqueness.

Available Finishes

L N

230v\110v

L

N

LEADING EDGE
TRAILING EDGE
TRIAC DIMMER

PCD-60-1050B

nickel gold bronze 
shadow

rose 
bronze

black 
nickel

light 
bronze

satin 
brass

Il Pezzo 3 Endless Chandelier 375 cm/147.6”– 72 x LED light  

58 kg

80 kg

2 carton boxes: 226x56x76 cm + 226x56x76 cm

IL PEZZO3Endless
  Chandelier

Specifications

Weight and packaging

1,92 m3

®

From 135 cm/53.1” to 100 cm/39.3”.
Please specify overall height on order.
       Custom overall height on request. 

Available for European (230v) or 
US (110v) electric. All electric equipment 

and ceiling canopy are included. 

Ceiling roses 

Light source - EU

Dimming
Light color
Color accuracy
Total LED light output - EU

Total power consumption - EU

Electric

Standard overall heigh

Canopy

LED light – dimmable – 400 lumens each

230v/110v Triac dimmable drivers
2.700°K (warm)

CRI > 90
29.600 lumens (approx 1.480 halogen watts)

233 watts

Clean with a soft dry or slightly damp 
cloth. Do not use solvents.  Always switch 

off the electricity supply before cleaning.

Cleaning instructions

Light source - US LED light – dimmable – 320 lumens each

Total LED light output - US 23.680 lumens (approx 1.184 halogen watts)

Total power consumption - US 155 watts

Diffusers crystal              
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IL PEZZO MANCANTE

Il Pezzo 3 Lampadario - modulare - 72 luci  Il Pezzo 3 Chandelier - modular - 90 lights
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Il Pezzo 3 Endless Chandelier is composed by an LEDs modu-
le which can be repeated to create endless lengths. Inspired 
by Arabic calligraphic art and the icon of the classical cande-
labrum is Il Pezzo 3, a collection of lamps with a hand-forged 
brass structure and elegant “candles” crafted from hand-blown 
crystal. The  candles are illuminated by an ultra-modern LED 
source creating a sophisticated and romantic light. Each lamp 
is numbered and hides its own identity stamp that seals and 
guarantees the authenticity and uniqueness.

Available Finishes

L N

230v\110v

L

N

LEADING EDGE
TRAILING EDGE
TRIAC DIMMER

PCD-60-1050B

nickel gold bronze 
shadow

rose 
bronze

black 
nickel

light 
bronze

satin 
brass

Il Pezzo 3 Endless Chandelier 465 cm/183”– 90 x LED light  

72 kg

105 kg

3 carton boxes: 226x56x76 cm + 226x56x76 cm + 107x107x82 cm

IL PEZZO3Endless
  Chandelier

Specifications

Diffusers crystal              

Weight and packaging

2,85 m3

®

From 135 cm/53.1” to 100 cm/39.3”.
Please specify overall height on order.
       Custom overall height on request. 

Available for European (230v) or 
US (110v) electric. All electric equipment 

and ceiling canopy are included. 

Ceiling roses 

Light source - EU

Dimming
Light color
Color accuracy
Total LED light output - EU

Total power consumption - EU

Electric

Standard overall heigh

Canopy

LED light – dimmable – 400 lumens each

230v/110v Triac dimmable drivers
2.700°K (warm)

CRI > 90
36.000 lumens (approx 1.800 halogen watts)

283 watts

Clean with a soft dry or slightly damp 
cloth. Do not use solvents.  Always switch 

off the electricity supply before cleaning.

Cleaning instructions

Light source - US LED light – dimmable – 320 lumens each

Total LED light output - US 28.800 lumens (approx 1.440 halogen watts)

Total power consumption - US 189 watts


